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BADERBRAU is brewed here 

using only the finest natural 

ingredients; Malted Barley, 

Hops, Yeast and Water. 

Period. 

No additives, adjuncts or 

chemical preservatives (you'll 

thank us for that in the 

morning). Enjoy our Pilsener 

and Bock beers. 

BADERBRAU 
PILSENER & BOCK BEER 

“BADERBRAU” by PELDO ©1994 Pavichevich Brewing Company 

| |BADERBRI 
=BOCK B 

mas 

— 
EER 



Change of Flavor 
Ae EEE TTS * we 

- Evolving 

i fi 
CROWDED HOUSE AT SOUL KITCHEN. PHOTO BY TONY GETSUG AMY LABAN 

DELVES INTO 
SOME OF CHICAGO’S 

NEWEST DINING. 

ESTABLISHMENTS 
o<. ONG. does “Some:-art .craticism stool? 

It's fitting that many of Chicago’s newest eating 

establishments can be found in “new” neighborhoods— 

actually old city enclaves experiencing renewal, re- 

growth, and re-gentrification. The restaurant scene in 

Lincoln Park is staid and hopelessly overpriced, just like 

the rents. Energy, even food energy, is springing up in 

those Chicago communities that are experiencing ae A A ae 
Be : hungry crowds waiting at the corner tavern across the street. Soul Kitchen’s major 

revival, but are still somewhat on the edge. Peng, : : a ee 
‘ bata drawback, besides the long waits and slow (but friendly) service, is the place’s lay- 

A good example of this sprouting is Soul ta : : : 
: ‘ : _, out. A one-room dining space with dark walls, hung with large questionable works 

Kitchen (2152 W. Chicago, 342-9742) in Ukrainian ‘ ‘ 
i : ; of art, the restaurant receives a blast of fresh air when the door opens. 

Village. Opened in ‘93 by the owners of the Lizard ot ‘ ; : z 
‘ ; Just east of the Ukrainian Village is East Village and the Sweet Spice Cafe & 

Lounge, the Wicker Park neighborhood club that : oy : : 
: : 5 Bar (1362 W. Erie, 829-4514). Opened last summer, it’s a bright, two room bistro 

brought “Funk or Die” nights to Chicago, Soul : ‘ a k : 
; ; : : that also features Caribbean-influenced cuisine, although with an emphasis on the 

Kitchen offers a variety of dishes reflecting the 5 ; 
3 : . vegetarian and the healthful. Lunch, dinner, and brunch on the weekends are all 
influences of Afro-American and Caribbean cultures. : f : 

‘ ; available. Large entrees, “plates & bowls” all priced at $9.95 and under, 
The corn hush, puppies with : ; E : : : 

: include very spicy Indian-style vegetable fritters served with a spiced 
sauteed shrimp ($4.25) are : ? k 

; : yogurt and cilantro-honey sauce and a choice of two vegetables or grains 
tastily full of garlic and very 

fried, 

Featured’ among the entrees is ‘som 

($7.95), fiery spice-rubbed grilled pork chops with a choice of two sides 
as they should be. > : 

($9.95) and the vegetable and grains sampler plate starting at $5.50 for 

he te : two, and up to $7.95 for five. The dozen or so vegetable and grain selec- 
pork loin in a light barbecue sauce with sweet pota- . : : ; 

_ tions include baked cheddar grits, Cuban-style black beans, lentil salad, and 
toes and greens ($10.50) and catfish brushed with aReaey ‘ 

ie i Hunan-style eggplant salad. Waiting is no problem as you can enjoy a glass of 
Dijon mustard and pecans, accompanied by a mus- . 

tard, caper, and pecan sauce ($9.50). Soul Kitchen’s 

been popular since it opened,:so be prepared to join the 
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Restaurants 

wine at the inviting polished 

wood bar that dominates the 

front room. 

Bucktown’s Frida’s (2143 

N. Damen, 489-3463) opened 

at the end of last summer. It 

fulfills the theory that if you 

offer reasonably priced, tasty 

lars} somewhat creative 

entrees, and you build a park- 

ing lot, they will come. Frida’s 

is an eclectic Mexican restau- 

rant that specializes in inter- 

esting sauces. Start your meal 

with an appetizer of chalupas, 

a Mexican pastry shell filled 

with shredded chicken and 

topped with Colija 

($3). Then move on to the 

entrees, maybe pollo asado con 

cheese 

crema de nueces, roasted 

chicken with a pecan sauce 

($8.95), or you may want to try 

the lomo de cerdo, pork ten- 

derloin with a cilantro cream 

sauce. All entrees are served 

with a side of vegetables and a 

choice of cilantro or tomato 

rice. Enjoy your meal and, per- 

haps, a couple of margaritas in 

an ambiance enhanced by vari- 

ous paintings of the restauran- 

t's patron saint, Frida Kahlo, 

one of Mexico’s artistic giants, 

she of the single eyebrow. 

Amy LaBan publishes CHEAP 

CHOW (TM), a monthly newsletter on 

budget restaurants. For a year’s sub- 

scription ($11.98), or more information, 

send your name and address to CHEAP 

CHOW, P.O. Box 138524, Chicago, IL 

60613. 



PRIVATE PARTIES AVAILABLE © VALET PARKING » CATERING & CARRY OUTS 

(Hub Luck 
TRADITIONAL FOOD 

Z Y 

Sd 

COCKTAIL LOUNGE 

Now Open 
for Luuach! 

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 
NEAR THE STADIUM 

A Cafe With Inspiration 
VISITING HOURS 

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 6:30 AM — 3PM 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY BRUNCH 9:30 AM — 3PM 

1560 N. DAMEN, CHICAGO 312,489,0690 1824 WEST WABANSIA © BUCKTOWN © 312.227.2300 © OPEN SEVEN DAYS 

| BUCK Hey 

| oO a 

Wo aie 

\ SENSE EON 
ES Se NS@ 72 

Featuring 

Famous Oscar & His Guitar 

BAREO 
A CHIK-CAGO MEXICAN RESTAURANT 

1856 West North Avenue « Chicago 

312 ¢ 862 « 5500 

*FREE PARKING®e 



‘9 baby. It's the hottest topic since we oozed 
bestseller from the Kama Sutra to Everything You've Always 

Wanted to Know About Sex But Were Afraid to Ask. after all this time, we’d have sex down cold. We’d understand 
it, we could move on to explore other topics. 
CClocoh Tey nh or-] UNVAamsoea el UAVAam fo) ut aCer-]UY) parol ar-| aa dele} 
say, that of my mother. Imagine getting a grip 
responsible action taken by consenting adults 

The most rapid evolution of our at 
astounding Kinsey Report and the publica 
were in the closet. Parents wer e 
fetish. Birth control was not tau¢ 

boy did not suggest date rape. But th 
Behavior In The Human Female 

toward sexuality began in the deceptively conservative 50s, with the 
yboy. Until this time, the gay population, the skeletons, and condoms 

" by a fraternity 
d followed with Sexual 

Sharon Stone wasn’t even out of her diapers yet. On college campuses, men joked about “Mrs.” degrees, ant 
f change had been planted. Alfred Kinsey had released his first book, Sexual Behavior In The Human Male in 

so many people admitted to homosexual relationships, extra- or premarital affair er forms of sexual 
taboos. The controversy over the (which were intended fora clinical audience, not pop culture) made Kinsey, and sexuality, household topics. The new P layboy magazine also hit 
the stands shortly after 1954, with articles written by and for men, illustrated with nudie shots. Surprisingly, women read the magazine too. To women at the time, Kinsey's report on the 
high rate of men engaging in extramarital affairs and the Playboy articles dealing with issues such as the “Frigid Female” seemed strange bedfellows. Men and women began to realize that 
they couldn’t “just do it” anymore. j me 

The 60s spawned the sexual revolution. Although Mick Jagger had to sing “Let's spend some time together” on the Ed Sullivan Show, and the public had no clue what those randy 
Kennedy men were up to, sex became an issue in everything from politics to television. The growing feminist movement began to use sexual freedom as a means of liberation from the 
conservative mores of the past. Feminists applauded the book, The Feminine Mystique and were pleased with Human Sexual Response, Masters and Johnson's foray into sex research. With 
Human Sexual Response the focus of the hype about sex changed to who was doing what to him or herself. The male-female team of Masters and Johnson focused on the female sexual 
response, basing their clinical efforts on actual observation. Orgasms became the hot new topic. The mini-skirt became the new hot look. Brassieres burned and hippies communed. 
Teenagers became an economic force, arousing the interest of advertisers 
with designs on pandering to this new market. “Laugh In” stunned and a 

dared Americas, who md ame wer ary” wie donee EFOM Playboy Pin-Ups to Indecent 
Viewers raced for the theaters to watch the Swedish film, I Am Curious : ne 2 

flow theft skin fice nan mausenastadseer.’ | POOOSal, Michelle Reid Explores 
healthy, properly functioning human being. Impotence was spotlighted. cs] a 

Good sex became a matter of performance. The book Every Woman Can hit Th N t al @) 0) 
the bookstores with the assurance of orgasms for women, and left millions = e re ion se SSI on 
of men scrambling to find that elusive G-spot. Richard Nixon’s commission 
on pornography wilted, causing Spiro Agnew to reassure his public, “As long as Richard Nixon is President, Main Street is not going to turn into Smut Alley.” Agnew may have reconsidered 
the validity of this statement, however, if he had ventured onto main street and found those sexy crocheted tube-tops and dangerously low hip-huggers revealing bare midriffs, or gone to a 
movie and seen the box office smash, Last Tango In Paris, not to mention Deep Throat. The Roe vs. Wade case awarded women certain reproductive rights, and Playgirl emerged to cater to 
the “free woman” and the not-so-free gay man. And let's not forget the power of the pill. 2 

Disco, and the “If it feels good, do it” one-night-stand mentality, went out with the 80s. Americans were shocked by the number of people who had died o 
disease, AIDS, among them the virile Rock Hudson. “Safe Sex” became a buzz d the latex industry went wild with the rise in condom sales to adults as well_as 
education programs. Gay men and women announced their sexual ide not only to liberate themselves, but also to rally media support for the awarene 
those stricken with AIDS. The homosexual revolution gained.a.foothold ggle for gay rights emerged. Talk shows hit the television, complete with confessionals the likes of which 
even Kinsey hadn’t dreamt of—women and men speaking about their intimate lives not to a therapist or scientist, but to a television personality and millions of home viewers. Dr. Ruth 
attracted listeners with her pop sex therapy. The cinemas swelled with people hot to watch 9 1/2 Weeks, the 80s answer to Last Tango In Paris. Sex scandals abounded with Jimmy Swaggart 
and Gary Hart. The preppie and androgynous looks me fashionable, with Boy George and Annie Lennox sporting outfits hitherto thought strange for their gender. Madonna became the 
slick new pop star, and left audiences wondering how she could ever feel “Like A Virgin” again. 

And here it is, the 90s. Premarital sex is now almost standard. Neneh Cherry and REM rap it up with urges for sexual education for children, while “I Wanna Sex You Up” made it to 

the top of the charts. Sexcapades such as Senator Bob [ae longer shocking, and are promptly turned into mini-series. Anything goes in the fashion world, from oversized hip- 
ong way, baby? The obsession with the perfect female body didn’t burst along with the breast implants. AIDS awareness 

is up, while funding is dangero 
American, Indecent Proposal, | Ou king, 

is certain: we're never gonna stop talking about it. 
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But the south side’s where 
’ ___ Although time has done away wi 

clubs of old, small clubs like The Clique, The Other Placs, Sho tS, re 20) 

; } __andf ery ie AS) on 116th and Western 
still provide the jazz a LPs and 78s. 



tepping i e / mel 
and back} R 9 He 7 a t 
an Ibig eater ir is place evokes the 

of thif establishment cover every race and it is wo 
can bring everyone toge 

Jazz is onl SL Lounge on 
hen Gaigaca’ th 

or has it that when Charlie Park’ U 
wa to jam wi reemnan. 2 
audience Vere is n ae and responsive; 

j|ang on every sound from Freeman’s quartet. 

Iernan inva small dub seating is rehashing, 

kin jazz uartet was 
place a. small clu 
lance floor. 
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ey Ring so Wonder panes ante er thakes 
lack an ite promo s O’s super group O'Jays. 
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jan a jazz club. 

as it’s ever been, you just have to 

Ceara 
° e group trade. four bars of improvisation. 

sical composi 

Pohrdee gine and ove Dall the head comes in. a 

is: Inside This Song a 
lonk/Mark Walker: Loose Contact 

Wrote This Song? 

ble: Dance With The Ancestors 
Larry Grey: Solo Plus Quartet 

ex Richardson: The Powers That Be 

The Torque- Wa nrepce thd ‘ = 
Ken Vandermark Quartet: Big Head Eddie 

Additional Text by Tallahassee Taylor 
Additional SOU Ocak beets gi Jazz Record Mart 

Henry Harrison's sive country music collecto! ‘ 
a Grairaiied ths son on apked orge fo take guitar lessons 
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CHANGE OF LOCATION iVUPPIE 

CARA JEPSEN EXPLORES THE EVOLUTION OF CHICAGO'S HIPPEST Wi 

= 
1 KNEW IT WAS TIME TO LEAVE WHEW STARRUCKS ARRIVED. 

IT DIDN'T HELP THAT MY LANDLO 

FULL-TIME BASIS, SENDING HER CREEPY, 

THE MOST INOPPORTUNE TIMES—WHEN 

BED, WHEN I WAS INTERVIEWING SOMEOR 

DOOR, FIND ME NAKED AND ANGRY, AND 

BATHROOM, OR TO “JUST LOOK AT SOMETI 

“IT'S NOT WORKING,” MY LANDLO I 

BRING UP THE TENANTS’ ORDINANCE. OF | 

ILLEGAL BASEMENT FIRETRAP FOR SEVER: 

THE WAY OF RENT. | WAS IN THE WAY. 

1 SEEM TO RE IN THE WAY OF PR 

OVER THE YEARS I'VE WATCHED MY LITT 

in 

IN THE RATHTUR, 

Y THE PHONE. HE'D 

TOO- Yuppie. 

dents thought when you moved 

LINCOLN PARK WITH RAINQOW NEON, SNOTTY NEIGHBORS AND ZERO PARKING 

SPACES (MV NEW UPSTAIRS NEIGHRORS TAKE UP NOT TWO, RUT THREE, SPACES : 

WITH THEIR STUPID VEHICLES). RACK THEN THE OWLY ATTRACTION WAS THE be i be 

MUSIC ROX THEATRE, THE JEWEL CLOSED.AT TEN, AND THE PARK Across THE zz 

STREET WAS COUERED IN ASPHALT AND GANG GRAFFITI. LIFE es —— = ee 

x 
SINCE THEN I'VE LIVED THROUGH TWe PROPERTY 7a) MES MD WAVE = * 

BEEN REDRAWN INTO THE YUPPIE ALDERMAN'S DISTRICT E PARK "s ary te 

REDONE WITH WOOD CHIPS TO ACCOMMODATE THE WELUEHEELED CHILDREN 

WHOSE PARENTS ARE AFRAID TO RETURN MY HEARTY “HETLO.” NOWADAYS, 1” 

DON'T HAVE TO LEAVE MY CENSUS TRACT TO FIND EVERYTHING | NEEO—WITHIN — 

WALKING DISTANCE ARE DENTISTS, THREE COFFEE SHOPSHA THAI RESTAURANT 

AND A HEALTH FOOD STORE. MY NEIGHRORHOOD Is NOW THE PLACE TO BE. 

WRIGLEYVILLE USED TO HAVE ITS SHARE OF ARTISTS AND HIPSTERS. 

REFORE THAT THE PLACE TO RE WAS PILSEN. IN THE 60S, IT WAS oLorown.. 

PILSEN IS STILL CHEAP, BUT THE REST OF THOSE PLACES ARE WAY TOO. 

lea, 
ker Park. 
ic 

ispanic resi W 

Lf EXPENSIVE FOR THE AVERAGE STARVING ARTIST. ani 

GENTRIFICATION PROCESS. | KNOW A GUY WHO We On'T wene 1 aLAcK ‘¢ Oe 

YUPPIES WEAR IT. LISTEN RUDDY, A REAL aenisr wouto WEAR ee 
FUCK HE WA , ED AND NOT.LET SOME unTMiniKinG. CONSUMER TELL HIM HOW TO 

c Too yuPPIE. WELL, 
RESIDENTS: THOUGHT 
REASONS. TRY 

DIRTeAG, 

WHEN You 

H T DO YOU THINK THE BLACK AND 

T WEQ IN? THEY LEFT, BUT Nor Fo; 

ND PROPERTY TAXES—ALL ouE TD To” : 

DU WERE PAVING THE WAY Fon THE’ 

URRAN PIONEER. 

ALIAN-FOOD-EATING- 

TOowNHOU -GARAGE-LOOKING-OUVER-THEIR-B: K UPPIES, wuo SAW 

your WHIT THERE AND DECIDED IT WAS A SAFE QLACE TO LIVE. 
Fy 

BUT wean T BLAME THE PROCESS OW MY PAL EITHER. YOU CAN BLAME i 

"S LACK OF AFFORDARLE HOUSING. RUT PERHAPS ie REAL 

PRORLEM LIES I | THE ETERWAL SEARCH FOR COOL. THE YOUNG miontE class | 

WANTS TO HAUE A PIECE OF IT WITHOUT DOING ANY OF THE worn. s SOTHEY 

PLACES TO LIVE FROM THE ROHOS, BECAUSE ARTISTS ano : 

RE HIP... AT LEAST TO YVUPPIES. » 

LL SOME CHEAP PLACES TO LIVE—LOGAN SOUARE, 

BuCcKTOWN, WEST, KEVIEW—IF YOU WANT TO DISPLACE SOME LONG-TIME 

RESIDENTS. RU T YOU IN OW SOMETHING (LISTEN-UP YUPPIES AND REAL 

ESTATE Te THE REALLY HIP, ULTRA-CUTTING EDGE (SO COOL THEY Ss 

DON'T EVEN KNOW IT) ARE MOVING TO WHAT PROMISE TO RE THE HOTTEST 

NEIGHRORHOODS EVER: PULLMAN AND RRINGEPORT. IN FACT, MOST OF MY 

AVANT-GARDE ARTIST PALS HAVE ALREADY MOVED INTO THE NEW BRIDGEPORT s 

LOFTS AND HISTORIC PULLMAN ROW HOUSES. 

AND WHAT AROUT ME? I'M A MONEY-GRUABING HYPOCRITE, DAMN IT! 

I'M OPENING UP A STARRUCKS AT MARKET MALL IN PULLMAN. 

SEE VOU THERE, SUCKERS. 

MOVIN’ ON UP. HIPSTERS RAIN DOWN OW PULLMAN. 

PT Yeve @ friend who won't live 

Well, dirtbag, what do you think the Black and H 
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Your eyes dart across the surfaces, absorbing 

textures, colors and images, and are lured further 

and further in by shocking twists in proportion and 

perspective. Logic can gain no foothold; a deeper, 

more visceral response is demanded. At first their 

startling, fragile beauty can take your breath away. 

Drawn by the clear, intricate cast resin frames that 

act as echoes of the elegance of bygone eras, or by 

the deep, dusty gold of one of her antique frames, 

you move closer. The sensation of slipping 

backwards in time is unmistakable; rich dark satins, 

classical poses, elaborate etchings all conspire to 

reinforce it. And yet there are many levels to Barg’s 

work. The visual sumptuousness, the harkening 

back to a more romantic past, are feints, a kind of 

visual sleight of hand. Once you have been drawn 

in, you must contend with the ironies and 

ambiguities that underscore some of the best 

Surrealist art. The images she utilizes are as 

tenuously joined as those of our dreams. They are 

intended to be enigmatic. Her works are visual 

riddles that, according to Barg, “are meant to 

reveal beauty on the sharp edge of a knife.” With 

Barg’s art, interpretation is subordinate to 

experience; you are not meant to understand so 

much as you are to be shocked into an emotional 

response. She speaks of tantalizing the viewer's 

senses in an “indiscreet way,” and the impression 

of voyeuristically peering into another's dreams is 

inescapable. Plunge in. 

Wassily Kandinsky studied law and_ political 

economy at the University of Moscow where he 

learned that reality and fairy tales are intertwined. 
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SUBNATION 
ANNIVERSARY OFFER! 
(CHECK OR MONEY ORDER, PLEASE) 

As Chicago’s Subnation Magazine explodes 

into 1994, you can’t help but want to get 

involved, or perhaps even have a good collection 

of pictures and cool catch phrases to tape to 

your refrigerator or SuperGlue to your guitar 

case. Look, the point is that we want to include 

you in the groove. I mean, we are not going to 

force the issue here, but how many periodicals 

do what we do? (Of course, what we do has yet 

to be determined, categorized, realized?) 

Whatever. Better yet, how many do it in 

Chicago? This is not groveling, it is simply us 

saying “Subscribe!” You'll feel better and so 

will we! Only $14.98 for a full year and we'll 

send you the first issue absolutely free! Just 

check all appropriate boxes and give us all the 

necessary information and you're automatically 

headed for elation. Oh yeah. 

©) Please deliver the next copy of Subnation 

to my house absolutely free, and sign me 

up to be a subscriber. 

© Please deliver one to my childhood 

sweetheart just to let him/her know I 

didn’t turn into a geek. 

Name 

Address 

City/State/Zip 

Telephone 

@]&® PAYMENT ENCLOSED qq BILL ME LATER eq GIFT* 

Gift Giver’s Name 

“GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL NOT BE SENT UNTIL PAID IN FULL. WHICH MEANS 

YOU CAN'T USE OUR HANDY CARD WITHOUT AN ENVELOPE, BUT WE WILL 

GLADLY DEDUCT $.29 FROM YOUR UPFRONT PAYMENT! 
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As Chicago’s Subnation Magazine explodes 

into 1994, you can’t help but want to get 

involved, or perhaps even have a good collection 

of pictures and cool catch phrases to tape to 

your refrigerator or SuperGlue to your guitar 

case. Look, the point is that we want to include 

you in the groove. I mean, we are not going to 

force the issue here, but how many periodicals 
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check all appropriate boxes and give us all the 

necessary information and you're automatically 
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GLADLY DEDUCT $.29 FROM YOUR UPFRONT PAYMENT! 



Check out the hip new 
releases from 

Qonsierdisc records 
A pop gem from Chicago native 
OWicholas Tremulis with help from 
beat poet Gregory Corso. This EP 
features four new songs from 
Tremulis and five spoken word 
performances from Corso, with 
Tremulis backing musically. 

Spies Who Surf have created the 
best instrumenial album since 
"Veniures in Space". This Chicago | 
four piece explores the boundries |". 
of modern insirumenal music 
without forgetting their roots! The 
only surf band that maiters! 

2937 N 

CHICAGO 60657 a 12333 09. Kingsbury #203 312.929; CAFE Ae eh WE Chicago, IL. 60622 USA 
Spies Who Surf are distribted by Waterdog Records/Landmark distribution 

Tremulis distributed by Select-O-Hits, Baker & Taylor, TC! and Dutch East. Pe Oe ie oe) U2 elo ee nit. a et PA Sh A ES eA 

THERE'S NO WRONG PATH IN LIFE. 
But the one 

BEET SSE CRTC 

w 
leading to ( 

Urbus Orbis 

happens to be a il 

very nice. 

You have the look. You have the 
talent. Now, all you need is a break - 
and The Palm Group can help you F Vagabond Music is located sat it! With The Palm Grog ei 

at 2156 N. Lincoln Ave. become part of the most effective 
talent scouting and agency placement 
network available today. VVe'll help 
you develop your talent, market 

yourself, and get placed with some of 
the best agencies in the world. 

Call today for a free consultation. 

Che Palm Group Ltd. 
MUDEL SCOUTING. DEVELOPMENT & WORLDWIDE PLACEMENT 
3 Clim Meme emreat ages Pore 5) eS). (Ip 8) 



HEAR IT 

BEFORE 

YOU 

COMPACT DISC 
WE BUY & SELL. USED ED'S 

EVERY. NIG 
Photography by Karen A. Peters 

IMPORTED * ALTERNATIVE * INDEPENDENT 

THE JAZZHOLE 

, world where hip-hop, jazz, and r&b collide 

’ ; jin musical harmony. Featuring an all-star cast 

including Marlon Saunders, plus rappers KCB, 

Ahmed Best, and Jack Ruby Jr. DIG! 

@ROSE RECORDS 

ON SALE AT ROSE RECORDS 

214 S. Wabash A. 
February — March ; 

$13.99 cd / $6.99 cs 
pou 

BLUEMOON © Bluemoon Recordings, a Division of Mesa/Bluemoon Recordings, Ltd. Distributed in the USA by Rhino Records, Inc. (Bluemoon 79194) 



Dan Epstein 

Checks Out 
Emotion Pictures 
One of Chicago’s 
Emerging Video 

Companies 

an Emotion Video shoot. 

You wouldn't know it from watching 
MTV, but virtually every major (and larger 
indie) label signee “gets” to make at least 
one promotional video for their record. 
“Gets” is in quotation marks, of course, as 

the funds for the video will eventually be 
charged back to the band’s account under 
“promotional expenses.” And while the 
Guns and Roses of the world can afford to 
shell out hundreds of thousands of 
smackers for their next clip, most majors 
are unwilling to budget more than 
$10,000 -15,000 for a band’s first video, 
especially if the band is relatively 
unproven nationally. Carving a niche for 
themselves in this world of newer bands, 
smaller economic brackets, and more 
renowned local video production 
companies like H-Gun and Blackball are 
Bill and Amy Ward, whose Chicago-based 
Emotion Pictures film company has shot 
excellent video clips for such notable (and 
more “alternative”) bands as Zuzu’s 
Petals, Seam, The Junk Monkeys, 
Orangutang, and Chicago’s own Poster 
Children. 

Bill (no relation to former Black 
Sabbath drummer Bill Ward, although 
acknowledging their parallel 
nomenclatures is a sure way to his heart) 
and Amy both graduated from North- 
western but didn’t meet until a few years 
later, when Bill was working as a 
film editor and Amy as a freelance film 
producer. Although he had no previous 
film education, Bill gradually realized that 
his interests were inexorably dragging him 
towards a career in music video. “What | 
wanted,” he says over a big piece of 
chocolate layer cake at a coffee shop on 
Wells, “was to find some way to combine 
my filmmaking skills with my love of 
music, and make a living at it. Period.” 

Forming Emotion Pictures in 
1991, Bill assumed the role of 
Writer/Director and Amy that of Producer. 
Projects came to them slowly, beginning 
with a couple of Poster Children videos, 
initiating a collaboration between the 
Posters and Emotion that lasted up through 
their recent “Clock Street” clip. According 
to Bill, “With their recent signing to Sire, 
the Poster Children were concerned about 
people saying that they‘d ‘sold out’.” Bill’s 
gritty direction, influenced by some of the 
more violent films of the early 70's, fit the 
bill perfectly. Shot in Chicago, with the sort 
of ubiquitous post-apocalyptic urban blight 
background, it features the Poster Children 
gettin’ down while local actor Jan Bellknap 
(of the extremely talented Pillar 
Studios, whose roster also includes Tracy 
Landecker, another Emotion Pictures 
regular) duct-tapes the head of a wealthy 
bald man... 

“If | could make a movie, I’d want it to be the 
perfect combination of the French Connection, Straw 
Dogs, and Taxi Driver," says Bill, who likes “the anti- 
hero, no-hope” films from the days before Star Wars. 
That's not to say, however, that the good people of 
Emotion Pictures deal strictly in violence and urban 
realism; the beautiful video for (Twin Tone artists) 
Zuzu's Petals’ “Cinderella’s Daydream” intercuts the 
more mundane aspects of band life with dreamy, 
1930s-like ballroom performance sequences, all with 
that sort of roseate hue you might recall from tinted 
photographs of your great-grandmother. “That one 
kind of throws people,” says Bill. 

But whether or not their videos confound viewers’ 
expectations, Emotion Pictures is establishing itself as a 
company that labels will turn to when they want 

“lf | could make a movie, ’> want it To BE THE 

PERFECT COMBINATION oF French Connection, 

Straw Dogs, and Taxi Driver,” savs Bit. Warp oF 
Emotion Pictures, 

Video Director Bill Ward Ponders The Mainstream 

something fast (“The majors always want ‘em NOW”), good, and cheap. “We've 
found that just being efficient, easy to work with, and on time with deadlines has 
helped our reputation with the labels a lot,” says Amy, making it sound easy. “Most 
of the bands we work with bring a lot of creative input to the projects,” instead of 
just having the filmmaker’s ideas imposed upon them dictatorially. 

Another reason for the relative success of the company (Bill has recently man- 
aged to quit his editing job) is that Emotion tends to bid on the projects of bands 

that they themselves dig. “If we know that, say, the new Buffalo Tom record is 
coming out, and | love them, we'll send in a bid.” In fact, Emotion has recently 
scored the video honors for New York superstars-to-be Eve's Plum (‘They're like the 
new Blondie,” laughs Bill), which will necessitate some travel to the East Coast; 

though on-the-road work can be a hassle (a shoot for Baltimore metalers Souls at 
Zero began with an all-night drive and ended in a walk-in freezer), and assembling 
your crew in a strange city requires a lot of “luck and breaks,” Bill evokes sports 
coaches everywhere when he says (in his best Charleton Heston-like monotone), “If 

we can win on the road, we can be champions!” 
Perhaps these nice guys will finish first after all. 

Words — Dan Epstein 

Design — John Boex 

Photos — Phil Cantor 

Patti Smith was a Jehovah’s Witness...her first foray into 

performance art. 
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In the evolution of the new 

deconstructive pop we watch culture 
turn to the past. A sometimes 

exhilerating, albeit deliberate, 

seesaw undulates as designers and 

their models lurch and shimmer 

through flowing dresses, shorter 
skirts and this midwestern 

reenvisioning of traditional values. 
The dogma of street fashion harps 

the discordant cry of the new laced 
with the old. Lumberjack boots 

survive and color prevails as a 

spifitual component of the urban 
environmentalist wardrobe. 

As the present strides forward the 

words are “My path brings me here. 

I am but of the past. My past is of all 

myself.” 



\ she psychedelic movement 

had to go one direction or the other;—Ken Kesey 

says. “One was off in the clouds and one dowmin 

\the dirt. Most people I know came back to their 

\ roots.” 

\ The legacy of Ken Kesey is 

\undeniable. Even for those of us who weren’t 

‘around in the 60s, Kesey is familiar to us 

Z ‘through Tom Wolfe’s wild account of Kesey’s 
‘exploits in The Electric Kool Aid Acid Test. 

\Kesey did not merely ride the crest of the psy- 

chedelic wave ofthe 605; it Was his cannonball 

into the uncharted waters 6fLSD that sent a 

lwave crashing towards the shoresSof staid 

America, the ripples of which can still be felt 

today. 

Kesey, along with the other 

Merry Pranksters that had gravitated to him, 

took their act “on the bus,” a Day-Glo sensation 

that tripped across the country, pulling pranks 

nd playing music to the consternation of mid- 

dle-America. Kesey’s vision culminated with the 

Acid Tests and the Trips Festival of ‘66 in San 

Francisco. 

Not much was heard from Kesey after 

the maelstrom of activity in the 60s but after hav- 

ing retired to a farm in Oregon, he has re-emerged with a new book 

d plans to rev up his magic bus again. Kesey says his next desti- 

nation is 

Poland, where 

he plans to be 

a cultural 

ambassador, and carry goodwill throughout Europe: 

Stateside, the Vehicle Kesey wishes to 

use to spread the message is the alternative Press. “That s the real 

switchboard. [To] turn things around, you have to be in contact 

with the alternative press...college stations, PBS) Thats how you 

reach everyone you really want to be in touch with) “Says Kesey, 

What Kesey teaches about these days 

are warriors, “...as opposed to soldiers. Warnors Mgnt for people, 

soldiers fight for governments. I’ve begun to see/that When you see 

people who are dealing with each other in a no blame situation, like 

we did with the flood in the midwest during thé Summer of 93 —=1t 

was nobody’s fault. There was sanity there. They Were Working side 

by side and they weren’t checking whether you were Republicaf OF Democrat, It Was 

just lift the bag and put it there. In essence, we've got to stog pointing and blaming 

in order to get anything accomplished. We have to learn tod4ove Rush Limbaugh and 

the other Republicans, [even though] that’s hard to do bedalise they are such turds.” 

Kesey says he still does LSD) but “1 don t do much, and 

I do it with a tremendous amount of respect. I don’‘tefake enough to chew my tongue 

Off, My theory is, you don’t need a great big tunj@@/fOrk to tune a guitar. A little bitty 

tuminGafork will do.” 

a 

Still, Kesey says that reaching the next level of con- 

ciousness “doesn’t have to be done with drugs. I’ve seen the same [results] happen 

with grief, or fasting, or music. Look at those Southern Gospel churches. You can’t 

help but envy that. They are on their feet singing and dancing. You can’t get any- 

thing going sitting down. You have to be up and doing something. The Dead need 

[that kind of] drama added to their music. I wrote the Sea Lion play last year specif- 

ically to have the Dead play with it. It’s an Indian story which is built around a tot of 

irums, and I want to move the Dead off the stage and into the orchestra pit where 

they“selong, and put people on the stage that can dance and-ytiggle. I’ve always 

wanted to bredt@down the Darners between the artisbend the audience. That is what 

the Acid tests were about.” 
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The History of the Future by 

Christophe Canto and Odile Faliu 

Published by Flammarion Press, 

$55.00 Hardcover 

The History Of The Future attempts 

to trace people’s speculations about 

how the world would be in the year 

2000, versus how it has turned out, 

and how each successive generation’s 

visions have been modified by actual 

events. It’s really more complicated 

than that, particularly to hear them tell 

it, but that’s sort of the gist of the 

book. Reading it is a lot like gazing at 

the stars—beautiful, fascinating, capa- 

ble of engendering feelings of both 

connectedness and disconnectedness, 

with random streaks of brilliance and, 

ultimately, a kind of maddening indis- 

tinctness (can you really “see” a star?). 

Spanning from the 1850s to the 

1950s, there is an almost unbeliev- 

able wealth of images, each incredibly 

unique and fascinating, and yet when 

you try to delve beneath the surface, 

like by reading the text, everything 

starts getting very hazy. The subject 

iS enormous, impossible to grasp all 

at once; the book really has more in 

common with a catalogue than a 

scholarly treatise. Pick a random 

subtopic, such as robotics, and you 

will find about twenty different ideas 

squeezed rather uncomfortably togeth- 

er. The writing style veers dangerous- 

ly (and often hilariously) between pseu- 

do-intellectualizing (a style that only 

the French have truly perfected -and | 

think they actually forgot to translate 

some of the passages) and com; 

pressed, tantalizing excerpts from a 

million other sources that you're never 

given quite enough of to make sense 

of (they're more like hints). Skip the 

stargazing metaphor; I'll toss in anoth- 

er unrelated one. You really have to 

treat this book like an archeological 

expedition, where you sift through the 

remains of hundreds of civilizations at 

once. You will go insane if you try to 

fit the pieces together. It becomes 

obvious that predicting the future is as 

difficult as recapturing the past, and 

when you try to examine the past’s 

predictions of the future you've 

entered a fascinating, intricate maze 

from which there may be no escape, 

but in which you can spend many 

happy hours wandering aimlessly. 

Andrew Coulter 
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Confessions of a Raving 

Unconfined Nut by Paul Krassner 

Published by Simon & Schuster, 

$23.00 Hardcover 

This book, due out under various titles 

in the past two years, is (or should be) 
mega-influential. Besides being a cul- 

tural force in the 50s and 60s, 

Krassner (unlike others) knows how to 

craft a sentence for maximum effect - 

what he writes determines how you 

actin response. Probably most 

famous for his bullied-pulpit, The 

Realist, a magazine he put out from 

1958-1974 and again from the late 

80s to today, Krassner might be most 

recognizable for the wide array of peo- 

ple he dropped acid with: Lenny 

Bruce, Groucho Marx, the Dead, 

Squeaky Fromme (before she took a 

shot at Gerald Ford), Abbie Hoffman 

(with whom he co-found/did the 

Yippies), and from that last my 

favorite; testifying on acid at the 

Chicago Conspiracy Trial at which he 

answered, “No,” when asked if he’d 

tell the truth. 

All the reviews I've seen of this book 

mention famous Realist pranks, since 

the magazine refused to distinguish 

between investigative journalism with 

put-on satire, most infamously the 

explanation of Lyndon Johnson con- 

summating the transfer of power after 

J.F.K.’s assassination with a transfer 

of fluids with the Camelot corpse. But 

many other stories are worth catching, 

especially his brushes with Manson 

and Valerie Solanas (who shot Andy 

Warhol), the smear campaign against 

him by the FBI, and his folding the 

Realist in ‘74 after receiving an award 

from the Feminist Party for his com- 

mitment, only to shortly thereafter 

become editor of Hustler . 

This book can make a sensitively horri- 

fying joke out of any situation, and 

encourage you to feel more human in 

the process. As Kurt Vonnegut said of 

Krassner, “He makes you hopeful.” 

Dave DeRosa 
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The Evolution Of David Dorfman 
The Former Chicago-Area Football Star Comes Home To Show Off Some New Moves 

David Dorfman dancing over the edge. 

by Beth Anderson-Song 

David Dorfman’s transition from Niles West High School player to dancer and choreographer was a long and unpredictable journey which led from a business depree in the disco era 

and retail sales to a master’s in dance. While Dorfman once “thrived on the competition” of athletics, it was always the “movement” which he loved. In athletics, particularly football, 

he saw movement as a very simple “use of bodily force to avoid or hit another person.” The play formations’ Were the =choreography of the game.” Doriman, who is now artistic 

director and choreographer of David Dorfman Dance, still sees athletics as “basic movement metaphors for how we deal| with the world.” He translates these metaphors into dance, 

while retaining the unpredictability which is so exciting in sports. 

Out of Season is the culmination of a three-week residency at the Dance Center of Columbia College, during which Dorman andi his company will work with a select group of 

Chicago athletes to set and partially choreograph this piece. Since January of 1993, Dorfman has been taking his athletes project to, various locations throughout the U.S. According to 

Dorfman, he has reached more first time dance viewers than he has with any past work. Much of Dorfman’s-choreographyerenects mis»athletic past. It is not pretty in line or move- 

ment, which may disappoint the regular dance viewer, but his work is always exciting, unpredictable and close to they edge: Moses Pendleton dreamed of becoming a cross- 

country skier until he broke his leg and had 

to settle for something less challenging —like 

David Dorfman Dance is in residence at the Dance Center of Columbia College from February 7, 1994 culminating in performances on February 24, 25, 26 at 8:00 pm, dancing and choreography. 

4730 N. Sheridan Rd. Call (312) 271-7928 for more information on performances and to audition for “Out of Season.” 

Vietnam, Us—lo7 Sewcls ler 
From Studs Terkel’s play—Race Adapted for the staze—by Jamie Pachino 

Studs Terkel is Chicago. The red-and-white checked shirt sporting author and radio host has been a fixture in this town for more than 40 years from his legendary TV show Studs’ Place 

to his long-running show on WFMT where he has interviewed just about everybody. Terkel, the world-famous noted author of oral histories like The Good War has recently come out 

with his most explosive book, Race, which cuts to the heart of the prejudices of our country’s citizens. Strawdog Theater, one of the most innovative young companies in town, has 

teamed up with Terkel to bring the words of Terkel’s Race to the stage. 

Samel Langhorne Clemens’ career as a. riverboa 

Aion Wak cut OTT Waris althoup 
What follows is a short excerpt from the play: he was forever haunted by the riverboatman’s 

cry of “Mark Twain.” 

Sound Effects: Sharp noises, jail cells closing. 

Sergeant Dennis Hickson: The little children growing up in our inner cities have experienced more violence than many of our veterans of wars. 

Joseph Lattimore: A hundred years ago, children were sold from their mothers. 

Hickson: (Children in the projects watch as somebody is shot on a playing field. 

Lattimore: A mother watched her teenage daughter raped by the slave master, 

Hickson: By the time the ambulance arrives, there are all these children looking at this dying person. 

Lattimore: Sure you'd go crazy. 

Hickson: It’s every day with them, seeing death. 

Lattimore: Same thing with black people in America. 

Hickson: Violent death 1s simply a way of life. 

Lattimore: Watching these things. 

Hickson: (Softly.) These kids. 

Lattimore: If a soldier back from Vietnam was captured when the war began and had been in a bamboo cage and beat half to death, first thing we'd do is rush him to a psychiatrist. 

Hickson: Remember when some kids were killed in Wilmette a couple of years ago? There was all kinds of psychiatric follow-up for these kids who had seen their classmates dying. 

Lattimore: And if you didn’t get any help, to raise the next child with that insanity, you’d have to pass some of that along. Drama in Black and White: Carrie Hegdal and 

Hickson: Whereas the kids in the projects get absolutely no care. They have to just deal with it the best they can. Timothy Jenkins in a scene from Studs Terkel’s 

Lattimore: Now add years of segregation and discrimination the next generations went through, enough to drive them mad. —Race. 

Hickson: Blood is spattered in the elevator until somebody comes to clean it up. Bullet holes in the walls. 

Lattimore: So our foreparents have been driven mad. 

Hickson: I’ve known teenagers who've committed heinous crimes. You ask how could you do such a thing? They're so casual. 

Lattimore: Yet what visiting sociologists always miss is that thousands of black children somehow manage to survive. 

Hickson: Killing another person is nothing because they've been around so much killing. 

Lattimore: College students somehow come out of projects. It is that incredible toughness in people that gives me hope. 

Hickson: Still it isn’t shocking that so few make it out—but that the few who do can actually escape it. 

(Hickson and Lattimore exit.) 3 c 
Design: Norman Rice 

Race plays Thursdays-Saturdays at 8:00 pm and Sunday at 7:00 pm thru February 27 at Strawdog Theater 
SUBNATION MAGAZINE PAGE 26 

Company, 3829 N. Broadway. 
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Evolving Trash 

FLATULA 
ASS=KICKing 
AND VAC | 

EXCUUUSE ME! 
Pioneer talk show host and Steve Martin- 

lookalike shocked and 

embarrassed participants at a Broadcast 
Museum to-do when he nonchalantly emitted 
several loud backstage flatulences. After the 
event, he flashed a hand-held whoopie 

cushion. Only a few people caught the joke. 
White-haired funnyman 
recently brought the same toy onto the sets of 
Later and Late Night, where he admitted that 
the device had changed his life forever. And 

I nauseated playgoers with the 
same trick at a sold-out Organic Theater show 
last month. 

ENDORPHIN HIGH 
A whole flock o’celeb atheletes were present 
at a big awards ceremony taped at the Rubloff 
Auditorium in 

December. An 

elegant, “eight foot 

putting ‘s name on it. An enraged 
allegedly found out, called him 

up and told him he was going to come over 
and kick his ass. When he arrived at the 
recording studio, the place was dark; the 
frightened critter had locked all the doors and 
turned off all the lights. 

PRETTY VACANT 
Pretty singer | 
showed his face at Lucky's, where he was 
flanked by “some Elite Models who have no 
interest in you unless you're a rock star or 
some other cutting edge personality.” The 
diminutive singer was “bopping all over the 
place; it certainly looked like he was having a 
good time” at the “Big Schmooze Fest.” 

MY LEFT BRAIN 
Tina’s London spies 

spotted 
“walking like he 

tall” SUBDIRT was tormented. He 

ooked like an axe 
wore a black and 

silver dress and 
high heels, and stood next to a “three foot 
high” —who was seen 

kissing wide pugilist 

MEMBERS ONLY 
Seems everyone's afraid of the band 

; the admitted satanists 

allegedly scared off college radio 
programmers, and even CMJ, who supposedly 
won't put ‘em on the roster cuz of their 
beliefs. So now their labe, Cleopatra, has 
come up with a new campaign; “Do you dare 

play the new Elec. Hellfire Club?” My Life with 
he Thrill Kill Cult is threatening to sue EHC, 

cuz a sticker on the new record sez singer 
was a former TKK member. TKK sez 

e wasn’t (he was). 

AND THEY SAY WOMEN ARE CATTY 
Longtime videomaker 

was dumped in favor of 

to direct “Heart-Shaped Box;” 

seems Kerslake and had 
exchanged some heated words about 
ownership of video ideas. Shortly thereafter, 
Kerslake directed a video —a 

band he purports to hate, and a gig that 
usually belongs to Corbin. Huh. 

BIG NOTHING 
Seems a local recording engineer nicknamed 

made it big when he hooked up with 
several years ago. “Al made him,” 

says Tina's source. But it seems Mr. Critter has 

been going around producing bands and 
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murderer.” DDL had a 
helmet tucked under his arm. Tina’s spy 
followed him to a yellow motorcycle. “He got 
on and took off like he was going to kill 
someone.” 

GEDDY CULT-CHA 
Canuck Rush frontman was spotted 
solo at the Art Institute “running through the 
galleries to get to Grant Wood’s immortal 

American Gothic. Lee was wearing brand new 
Chuck Taylors with his circa-1981 black suit. 
“He just kind of stood there pondering this 
painting as if it were a metaphor for his 

career,” says our source. 

BAD HAIR DAY 
When bumped into 

at a movie theater this winter, the 
stunned comedian paused for a pregnant 
moment and announced,”You have Emo hair!” 

ODDS ‘N’ SODS 
What do and 
have in common (besides their wild stage 
shows)? Both live in Lake Point Tower...AL J. is 
now linked with the bass player from 

Not only that, but he was allegedly 
present when died. 

Illustration by Kevin Kane 

In his youth, Karol Jozef Wojtyla excelled in 
outdoor sports, enjoyed popularity among 
young ladies and rebelled against authority 
until he became one—Pope John Paul II. 

Evolving Magazine 

Live from the 

SubBeat an 

Subnation’s issue six release party at 

the Beat Kitchen showcased three emerging Chicago bands. 

Brother Theresa christened the 

night’s debauchery with a funky 

bass-threaded groove that was 
Brother Theresa 

tight if not always seasoned. Commandeering the stage afterwards 

was the fishnet and testosterone drive of Tribal Opera, one of 

Chicago’s strongest undiscovered 

bands, whose blistering set was 

punctuated by godvox Preston 

and definitely worth their cover 

Venus Envy 

charge. Venus Envy gift-wrapped the evening, shunning the 

current alt.-band noise addiction for a smooth, straightforward, 

power rock sound. You came, you saw, you blew your mind. 

SUBFUTURE 

The Electronic Issue 

also...Plugging into the Art of JoNes 

Chicago Producer Halph Bass 
us 
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WHAT'S IN A CRAPPY NAME? 
That name doesn’t do your magazine justice. 

JAMIE JONES, SAN DIEGO 

We think our name is just fine, but thanks anyway. What would you 

think about a change to something like Rubnation or Stubnation or 

Chicago's SubHaitian? 

SHORT PEOPLE TRASH 
It is too bad that the Tina Trash column [Gossip, October, 93] is so 
lacking in depth that the writer must resort to maligning those “lack- 

ing in the height department”. The attitude that people who are, 

“short, too” are somehow physically malformed is ridiculous, and in 

the case of this article, redundant. 

MICHELLE REID, CHICAGO 

Sorry, sorry, sorry. Tina gets so inappropriate and crude. We're sure 

that Tina has offended just about everyone by now. What’s next? 
Fatties, bald ones, the ugly, the imprisoned and the maimed? Call her 
at (312) 658-9160! Perhaps she'll return your phone calls. She won't 

return ours! 

MORE NOW THAN EVER 
Picked up a copy of Subnation at Lounge Ax last month, just in time 

to get in on the 5th issue release bash at The Map Room. Subnation 

is a visual feast. Subject matter is hip—what I want to read about, 

just wish there were more of it... 

Love, 
SCOTT STUART, CHICAGO 

Well, we all wish there were more of a lot of things: more tingly feel- 

ings, more free love, more fun, more sex, more music, more peace 

and more rare groove. However, we do plan on adding more pages to 

Subnation in the coming months. 

SHOW ME STATE 
How come it don’t have her pants off more [Dec., Liz Phair]? 

BRIAN THOMAS, (A FAN) 

Do you think it would be great? The original layout did in fact show 

more of Liz Phair, but in the best interests of our sensitive male read- 

ers who have become more in tune with their softer, more feminine 

side, we felt that unnecessary nudity might be offensive. Thanks for 

wniting in. 

SUBNATION? 
It was disheartening to see a mail order form for L.A. bands [CLEOPA- 

TRA (818) 504-0965] in your issue #6. Why not include some local 

mail order? Or even a plexidisc?? 

Concerned, 
MATT GALLOWAY, EVANSTON 

We will allow Chicago advertisers to utilize our mail order space 
beginning with our next issue [April]. Thank you. 

A GROOVY WAR 
Street musicians, Subguy Zen, Art meets Skin and, especially, 

Michelle Reid’s juxtaposition of Helen Keller and Jose [Dec., Gang 

Hand Signals] make this your most interesting issue, to me, so far. 

Waging Peace Thru Music, 

SHERYL RAK, CHICAGO 

Waging a deceptive type war thru hypergroove. Hip Swim with 

Subnation [!] 

A REAL JOB? 
The article [Subartist Dec., Jason Appleton] was great. Currently, 
Jason is working mostly with ballpoint pen and pastels and, as your 

article noted, he draws on anything he can find. It would be great if 

Jason could afford some real art supplies, so we hope you can sell 
some of the work he sent you. Incidentally, Linda Szabo really cap- 
tured the essence of his apartment. 

Regards, 
CHUCK HAINES, (JASON’S UNCLE), DENVER 

Linda Szabo is able to capture the essence better than any art wnter 
we know. Incidentally, Jason’s art is for sale at Subnation’s office, 

please call (312) 665-7704 for a private showing. 

Send letters, postcards and cute pictures to us at Chicago's 

Subnation, 734 North LaSalle Suite 1162, Chicago, Illinois 60610 

Tr e y TAL DESTRUCTION 
TWELVE NEW SONGS - LP CD CS 

“BODY BOMB” VIDEO DIRECTED BY RICHARD KERN 
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I got on the bus out in front of the pet store on South Cicero. The color of the chameleon shining brown in the headlights 
turned a greenish orange as the door closed and the taillights flashed by. I took my seat behind a man with long grey hair and a 
dandruff-speckled black coat. He was telling his burnt orange leather jacketed son about the way the neighborhood used to be. 

“Back then, there wasn’t any air conditoning, so we'd sleep at night in Douglas Park and we’d sit for both movies of the double 
feature because the theater was the only cool place in town.” 

“Fuck your nostalgia,” his son said. ! 
What nostalgia could I have? I 

. 

just remember when the 7-11 opened 
at 7 and closed at 11. Too young to 
reminisce, I’m stuck listening to 

a a someone else’s memories. 
“We used to take the streetcar 

S| ‘ ; rs fa | . downtown. Didn't cost more than a 
i r ‘e) Mm nickel.” 

Fuck nostalgia, I said to myself. 
What memories did I have of my cul- 

ture’s evolution? The Starsky and Hutch ice cream parlor 
on California and Pratt now is a restaurant called Shi Hu. 
There’s a new Cineplex Odeon where they used to have 
the Dirty Kiddieland on McCormick and Devon. They 
closed down the Will Rogers and the Milford, 
and divided all the other theaters where we 
used to go into chunks of four and five. 
Don’t know when I last saw one of those 
self-serve Coke machines in a movie theater 
where the waxy cup tumbles down and non- 
carbonated orange pop flushes out of the 
spigot. And that last Sinclair Dinosaur on 
King Drive keeps fading from a forest green 
into a dull chartreuse. 

“When they built the Prudential 
Building, it was the tallest building in all of 
Chicago. We used to take a ride to the top of 
it and look down at the city.” 

He was talking to me now. 
Don’t go to the Museum of Science and 

Industry anymore. Not since they took out 
the giant see-through washing machine and 
the conveyor belt ride through the world of 
petroleum and that bespectacled scientist in 
his white labcoat doing chemistry experi- 
ments. Not since they replaced the geomet- 

ric soap bubble exhibit with 21st Century 
telephone technology, Not since they 

started charging to get in anyway. 
Thought I was too young for nos- 
talgia and reminiscing. 

“You know that Jewel 
shopping center over on 
Western? You wouldn't know it to 
look at it now, but that used to 
be Aladdin’s Castle and that 
SuperGap was the Shoot-the- 
Shoots. Scariest ride I ever took at 
the Riverview Amusement Park. 
‘Course they closed it down way back in “67.” 

Our science teacher in 2nd Grade told 
us that by the time we were 40, there 
wouldn’t be anymore gasoline. Said by 
the year 2000, the moon might explode 

and a set of Saturnian rings would surround 
the Earth. Used to read the Chicago Daily 

News, The Chicago Today. Ms Mandell 
our sixth grade teacher stopped 

teaching us square dances and 
taught us the tango hustle she 

picked up at Faces on Rush 
Street. Remember slow- 

dancing at a 6th grade 
party to Billy Joel 

singing “Don’t Go 
Changing.” 

Remember 
Clanaiire) 

around in 
the backseat 

of an AMC Gremlin. 
Remember when com- 

puters were black and white 
monsters from Radio Shack. 

Remember when t-shirts with iron 
on labels were cool. And guys walked 

Photos by Philin Phlash ene ae ey at that FES a Tale rll g 

P.18 SUBGUY ter cath halter tps. Dinosaur on King Drive 
es Remember the Who singing 

P-31 SUBVIDEO een eee ane keeps fading from a forest shitty 8-Track tape player in my 
father’s car. The guys on Sesame green Talee) rs | ull chartreuse. Street had big-ass fros. 

pAa Sie. a The bus continued to sputter 
5 2: north down State Street past the corner where 

Dreamland used to be. That’s where Louie Armstrong and Jelly Roll 
Morton played. Past the Michigan Theater where The Jazz Singer premiered back in ‘27. Past the gambling dens that flourished 

P:24 SUBTEXT/SUBKESEY until a pastor shut them down. The Stevens Hotel. The Ogden Huddle. The Tradewinds, Fritzel’s, and the Shangri-La. 
. j “Course I don’t go that far back, son,” he said to me.”But, my grandfather used to tell me when he used to walk through 

here and every last inch of it was prairie.” 
I told him I remembered when McDonald’s only served 26 Billion. 
“Fuck your nostalgia,” he said. 
When I got back to Lakeview, I took an elevator to the top floor of my apartment building and looked out at the streetlights 

illuminating the asphalt shell which covered a land of wild onions and a vast neon prairie. 
\ g ID E The cover was 

P:28 SUBTRASH ; ADAM LANGER, MANAGING EDITOR 
photographed by Brad Miller, 

P.28 SUBFUTURE waters scm 
To settle his rambunctious spirit, Ellas Bates McDaniels traded his violin in for boxing gloves and changed his name to Bo Diddley. 



Stick—Heavy Bag 

(Arista) 

Like all musical forms, grunge too 

must evolve. The Melvin’s Ozma were the 

prokaryotes, Soundgarden’s UltramegaOK 

was amphibious and Nirvana’s In Utero 

could’ve been the homo erectus of the 

Seattle sound but instead came out of the 

womb like a stillborn missing link, thanks 

to Kurt Cobain’s insistence on equating 

unlistenable noise with creative integnty. 

Taking that last eugenic stride is Stick: 

they grind without chafing, use distortion 

without making a mess, and lead singer 

Darrel Brannock actually sings. I'd write 

more, but the fact that they got kicked off 

their last tour by Mindfunk because they 

were gathering stronger crowd reactions 

than the headliners themselves speaks for — 
itself. 

(C.W.H.) 

Shonen Knife—Rock Animals 

(Virgin) 

Three Japanese women with a com- 

mon love of American-style rock n’ roll, 

Shonen Knife began their career with their 

biggest claim to fame being that they were 

one of Nirvana’s favorite bands. They sang 

half-Japanese-half-English punky pop 

songs with titles like “Banana Fish.” Not 

much has changed: they're singing all 

English now (with heavy accents that cre- 

ate authentic rock lyric indecipherability), 

experimenting with some 60’s organ wah- 

wah (“Butterfly Boy”) and keeping the 

Ramones-style punk (“Quavers”), but oth- 

erwise Rock Animals is simply the land of 

the nsing sun’s answer to the Go-Go's. 

(C.W.H.) 
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The Veldt—Afrodisiac 

(Mercury) 

Where the Veldt’s first EP, Marigolds, 

played lead singer Danny Chavis’ subdued, 

ultra-vibrato, Erasure-like vocals against 

hard-edged guitar rantings and twenty- 

fathom-deep bass, Afrodisiac, their first 

full-length release, takes a decidedly more 

ambient route. Walking five giant steps 

away from their former light-headed pro- 

duction techniques, the Veldt relied on Ray 

Schulman (Sundays, Ian McCullough, 

Sugarcubes) this time around to produce 

an atmospheric disc with an ear for pop 
audiences. Look for the first single, “Soul 

In a Jar,” to include remixes by the Jesus 

and Mary Chain and producer Diamond D. 

(C.W.H.) 

The Pogues—Waiting for Herb 

(Chameleon/Elektra) 

A bloodshot and jaundiced Shane 

MacGowan floats out of sight in the cups of 

his banishment, but the remaining Pogues 

plug along. Gone is the rotten-toothed 

warbler’s keen sense of tragicomedy and 

barstool verse; in its stead is a somewhat 

tidier package of homegrown reels and jibs 

recast as rock n’ roll. With neither 

MacGowan nor his occasional stand-in, Joe 

Strummer, at the helm, the Pogues are far 

enough along on their trek to risk the 

temptation of the plateau. However, on 

Waiting for Herb, three songs (“Drunken 

Boat,” “Girl from the Wadi Hammamat,” 

“Modern World”) explore — exotic 

Turkish/Yiddish soundscapes, for titilla- 

tion’s sake and with cheerful results. 

(J.S.) 

Big Hat—Selena at my Window 
(March) 

Chicago’s Big Hat have a penchant 

for belly dancers and snake charmers.| 

Think open marketplaces. Think volatile 

exchanges in the heat of the sun and 

treachery in muddy walkways. Above all,, 

think theatricality: Big Hat’s lengthier 
songs crest, veer into uncharted abstrac- 

tions, return to roost. Theirs is a synthe- 

sized, percussive soundtrack with enough 

spirals and swells to keep the group’s tun- 

nel vision lively. This commentator loathes 

the comparison school of reviewing, but in. 

this case I'll make a calculated exception: 

if you count Siouxsie Sioux, 

Annabouboula, Dead Can Dance or Peter 

Gabriel's Last Temptation of Christ among 

your stacks of wax, then Big Hat is your 

favorite local band. 

(ES) 

The Faith Healers—Imaginary Friend 

(Elektra) 

Giving an enormous nod to Surfer 

Rosa-era Pixies is England’s The Faith 

Healers, taking alt-rock back to the back- 

yard (they graciously donated their ‘e’ to 

fellow Britons Thee Hypnotics after a 

drunken soiree). Though lead songstress 

Roxanne lacks the candied-yam appeal 

that bubbles over and crusts in Kim Deal, 

ex-Pixies’ bass/current Breeders’ voice, 

Tom’s guitars lack nothing in the cranky 

feedback category that so defined their 

4AD predecessors. Produced by Mark 

Freegard, the handyman behind the 

Breeders’ Last Splash, Imaginary Friend 

fiercely grips a garage guitar sound while 

leaving the vocals raw, uncleaned. Nice 

touch. 

(C.W.H.) 
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Cassandra Wilson—Blue Light ‘Til Dawn 

(Blue Note/Capitol) 

Playing this disc where I tend bar, 

more than one patron has asked if it’s 

Elvis Costello. Weird gleanings indeed: 

Wilson is a woman, and a jazzy one at 

that. Still, her voice is husky enough to 

make the confusion justifiable. It’s also 

supple as fresh dough and warm as the 

baked loaf. I’d quibble with her band’s 

take (a mite precious) on two Robert 

Johnson blues songs and her inclusion of 

Van Morrison’s “Tupelo Honey,” which 

already has plenty of miles on it. Beyond 

these small potatoes, though, Blue Light 

‘Til Dawn is at once a challenging and 

thoroughly becalming listen. 

(J.S.) 

The Revolting Cocks—Lingerfickin’ Good 

(Sire/Reprise) 

Revco’s newest is almost worth buy- 

ing for the opening track “Gita Copter,” 

upon which Tim Leary recites lyrics such as 

“You love the United States prime time 

victim show!” Unfortunately, afterwards 

you have to listen to Chris Connelly sing, 

or worse yet Al “Maybe I need another 

band” Jourgensen. I really liked Beers, 

Steers and Queers but this disc, tracks two 

to ten, is nothing more than a lesson in 

tedium. The songs almost never stray from 

a__ formulaic _ disco-bass-meets-drum- 

machine repetitiveness that I hope would 

tire even the most militant “industnal” 

fan. 

(D.B.L.) 



Counting Crows—August and Everything 

After 

(DGC) 

In a music industry as dependent on 

an artist’s willingness to be marketed as 

Pearl Jam is on Neil Young to maintain 

their credibility, it’s refreshing to hear an 

album that not only doesn’t pander to this 

buzzclip-hungry industry mentality, but 

dares to prove itself on a more ear-friend- 

ly playing field. Rather than hiding senti- 

ment beneath distorted guitars or a hail of 

drum machines, August and Everything 

After utilizes well-written songs and 

understandable lyrics to communicate with 

the listener. Warning: other than “Mr. 

Jones,” “A Murder of One” and “Rain 

King,” the tempo remains predominantly 

low. But fear not: no mindless ballads 

here, simply soulful music. 

(D.B.L.) 

Koko Taylor—Force of Nature 

(Alligator) 

All blues is basically the same. The 

only thing that separates one blues album 

from any other is the character and talent 

that each artist brings to the music. Don’t 

get me wrong: the blues is probably one 

of America’s most valuable cultural assets. 

This holds even more true in Chicago, 

“the home of the blues,” or as many 

would argue, “home of the blues, north.” 

Chicago’s Koko Taylor brings an 

astounding amount of vitality to a musical 

form that can sometimes be boring. Her 

molasses n’ gravel voice literally compels 

you to listen and subsequently enjoy. 

Every track here is a winner, especially a 

duet with Chicago guitar legend Buddy 

Guy on “Born Under a Bad Sign.” 

(D.B.L.) 

Uncle Tupelo—Anodyne (Sire) 

of his craft can offer. 

(D. A.) 

KRS-One—Return of the Boom Bap 
(Jive) 

KRS has returned, if only to remind 

us that he’s returned. He spends an inor- 

dinate amount of vinyl politicking for the 
hip hop Hall of Fame; him in deh already. 

He was BDP, lyricist, rapper, producer, 

and Kris—college lecture circuit darting. I 

think he got confused. His last couple of 

records were about as funky as a seminar: 

sound arguments over clunky beats. 

Enter Gang Starr’s Premier and Kid 

Capn—two muthaphunkee deejays who 

give Kris a hand in production. Kris raps 

again, actually flowing. This time out KRS 

pays attention to cadence, finally gets a 

handle on his fauxny Jamaican patois, 

and, as always, he’s waxing relevant. 

(C.H.) 

Recorded entirely live in Austin with an expanded line-up, 

Anodyne is the fourth mature statement from the Belleville, IL 

core of Jay Farrar and Jeff Tweedy. The addition of fiddle, 

mandolin, and steel guitar allows the band to stretch out on a 

rich acoustic bed. Their first two albums as a trio proved that 

they were superlative with a small line-up; there was a hell- 

bent intensity rarely seen in a band trying to reconcile the 

Carter Family with the Minutemen. On Anodyne it is the slower 

songs that are the heart. Unparalleled in mood and delivery 

they offer the best of what a traditional storyteller at the peak 

Digital 
Syndrome 

(Tommy Boy/TNT Recordings) 

Underground—The Body-Hat 

“Look at me, I’m skinny” — Humpty Hump 

And gettin’ skinnier and skinnier... 

At the sounds of these starved beats, soon 

the only thing that'll be left of him will be 

his newly gold-platinum-plated nose. No 

fat here—Digital Underground’s latest 

weight-watching plan leaves those grooves 

wimpy, wimpy, wimpy. Maybe that’s harsh, 

but you'd think, out of 20 tracks, possibly 

at least 6 or 7 could hit. No such luck. They 

could take the 4 or 5 hype cuts on this disc 

and maybe make a good EP. Until they do, 

save ya’ do-de-o-dough. 

(G.D.) 

s 
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Doug Anderson, Bjorn Bork, Robin Williams, 

Elvis Presley, John Cusack, Uma Thurman, 

Gruver Damen, Robbie Robertson, Hugh 

Hefner, Isabella Rosalini, Giovanni Agnelli, 

Bob Trout, Bull Weavil, Anna 

Klommerschsmutz, Joe Blow, 

Chris Hanley, Dave Brian Lusk, 

Chauncey W. Hollingsworth, Cara Jepsen, 

and James Sullivan. 

SMASHING PUMPKINS 

Siamese Dream, 1,300,000 units 

Grammy nominee ~ 

URGE OVERKILL 

Saturation, 135, 

Chicago Artists: Units Sold in 1993* 
By Gruver Damen 

000 “Data provided by SoundScan. SoundScan is a good indicator of what’s selling in chain record stores around the 

country in major markets and shopping malls. It doesn’t track many independent stores (like those that 

line Clark Street) where independent artists tend to sell better. 

BUDDY GUY 

Feels Like Rain, 104,000 Pimplinsiexnladell Well 

f| COMMON SENSE 
| Can I Borrow A Dollar, 56,000 

LIZ PHAIR 

uh, Seen That Band? Go Figure. 

Exile in Guyville, 47,000 

Other Possible Headlines: Was It Huge In ‘93? Is It Huge? How Huge Is It? Dork Says Huge? Who Says Huge? Who's They? What’s Huge? 
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It’s Saturday night—midnight-ish. My “desire to gratify the senses” 
(as Webster’s so defines “lust”) draws me to Red Dog (Milwaukee 
and Damen) for an evening of lascivious carousing. The music is 
barely audible during my short trip through the alley, but by the 
time I reach the top of the stairs my eardrums are alive with pump- 
ing bass. Stepping into the club | am greeted by a bevy of sweaty 
bodies animated in the eclectic ecstasy that IS house! No posers 
going through the complicated motions of the latest trendy dance 
moves allowed; you can kick back or act the fool -whichever way 
the music moves you. Dj’s Johnny “Get Up Off Your Ass” Fiasco 
and that smooth, guru mu’fucka, Diz seduce the crowd with a hard 
house_mi e-new that keeps the dance 

floor mobbed ‘til 4:00 in the morning. 
Thursday nights at the Red Dog it’s Room 227-the shilzni 

you're in the mood to chill; 70’s, Soul, Hip Hop and more! 
Psychedelic shouts out to my girl Heather “That Black Girl” 
Robinson, The Yard’s Dj Jesse de la Pena and Dj Mike Pierce for 
hyping the crowd. 

Mad props to Richard Glass and his crew of jocks at the club 
culture hot spot, Red Dog. The club’s weekly line up has flava to 
satisfy whatever you’re craving. The atmosphere will ease even 
the most conservative into tripping on the same high: the music. 
Supreme Funk Parlor! An omnipotent title but somebody’s got to 
claim it. 

iaeS Shots 

OF THE BASS BEAT RAISING THE HEAT AT THE RED DOG. 

Angelique€ si 

* * * 

If you reach sensor 
overload you car-stip down- 
stairs to Borderline and chill. 
You also head down the 
streget to the Northside Cafe, 
where Danny serves the 
best chicken sandwiches in 
Chicago ‘til the wee hours of 

een ing...guaranteed to 
pre-vent hangovers, heaving 
and bad tripping for the-ne 
24 hours. For three bones 

] you can’t beat it. 

SUBCLUBS 
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“Neri of AM stations like 

: WLS and WCFL. FM 

radio started as a real 

alternative to the 

mainstream, but then 

a strange event occurred: 

the American mainstream 

splintered into a thousand 

special interest groups and 

radio followed. There is no TOP 

40 radio station as it existed in 

my early days as a radio addict in 

the late 60s. No station today would 

dare play the TOP 40 based on sales 

because they might have to play Mariah 

Carey and Pearl Jam in the same set. 

0.K., you've been spared that horror, but 

your rock station denies you the chance to 

enjoy Rap, Latin, Jazz or any other 

styles that don’t fit into their tight 

little format. Today's stations are 

guilty of pandering to the 

“hit song” mentality, and 

they've gotten more 

Not everyone can have their TOP 40 neatly homogenized and packaged Dance Music nearsighted with 

TOP 40, Lite AM TOP 40, Rap TOP 40 and even alternative TOP 40. Alternative to what? To age. 

Michael Jackson, I suppose. But listeners with broad tastes in music are left with no station to 

satisfy their needs. We've given up the right to hear good music in a vanity of styles for the privilege of 

becoming an easily defined target market for advertisers. 

It can't be done because radio has become too thinly sliced. No muscial contrasts allowed. Your 

Walkman headphones have become musical blinders that prevent you trom hearing anything 

out-of-the-ordinary. Don’t you feel cheated? 

For all its faults, the old WLS introduced me to stacks of jive records. Partial credit goes to 

another extinct species—the 45 rpm single. Often an odd little song would make it to #37 on the 

charts, and every song in the TOP 40 was available at my neighborhood record store for 99 cents. 

No current record label can afford to release all of the hits for every little radio faction. You've 

got to buy the whole CD to get the oddities. No more curious B-sides either, like the oozing surf 

groove on the B-side of “Louie Louie.” Groups used to experiment on B-sides—tike bubblegum 

popsters The 1910 Fruitgum Co. The flipside to their insipid “Simon Says” is the psychedelic gem 

“Reflections From The Looking Glass.” On CD singles you get four different mixes of a hit and one 

song too lame to release elsewhere. 

Maybe the myopic vision will improve with the advent of cable and digital audio. In theory, there 

will be stations to satisfy even the most eclectic tastes. But right now we're all trapped in radio 

pigeonholes with nowhere to run. 

All this talk about the radio of my youth almost makes me nostalgic for the echo-chamber voices 

and the verbal abuse of Larry Lujack. Almost. 



WHAT'S THE BUZZ? TELL ME WHAT'S HAPPENING, 
If you strip away the myth from the man—You will see\where we all soon will be Jesus—You started to believe the 

things they say of you—You really do believe this talk of god is true—And all the good you’ve done will soon be swep 

away—You’ve begun to matter more than the things you say. So read the lyrics to “Jesus Christ,’ the blistering last 

track of Fore, the latest EP from Chicago punk mainstays Pegboy. Plucked from Andrew Lloyd Webber's rock opera Jesus 
Christ Superstar, it's the probing rant of Judas Iscariot, the betrayer, the only apostle supposedly damned for all time. 

Like alternative music itself, that,started on the fringes of a perpetually uninteresting disco-pop radio mainstream 

only to eventually dominate these, self-same airwaves/the-black sheep,of Christianity now speaks to a grown-up-seen- 

it-been-there-done-that audiance who just can't buy the’ turn-the-other-cheek theory of urban relations. This is 

evolution in thought, reflected in the musical evolution of Pegboy itself. From the wreckage of the legendary punk 

band Naked Raygun, Pegboy salvaged itself with ex-Raygun guitarist John Haggerty and ex-Bhopal Stiffs vocalist 

Larry Damore. Probably sensing an impending sell-out (just listen to NR’s over-produced last LP, Raygun... Nakea 

Raygun), it seems Haggerty jumped ship just in time. Maniac Raygun drummer Eric Spicer has apparently lapsed into 

married retirement, as has the big, big boom of vocalist Jeff Pezzati. Too bad all that talent is going to waste some- 

where in a work-a-day world but, as the clichés go, all good things must end, que sera sera and all that. Like the cav- 

alry charging in to replace the battered infantry, Pegboy enters with their latest line-up addition: Pierre Kezdy, bass- 

player from Naked Raygun, a man who years ago complained bitterly in an interview with me that Pegboy was mere- 

ly “trying to sound like us.” With Kezdy and Haggerty back in one band, a newly-confident Joe Haggerty on drums 

(check out his tempo experimentation on Fore—at last, stepping away from the 24-7 bombastic percussion of punk) 

and a vocalist seasoned from more than three years of touring, Pegboy has matured into a veteran band. Chicago's 

(ex-Big Black) Steve Albini, the whiniest producer in rock and roll, does bass on Fore and, if my intuition is correct 

(since the liner notes’ mentioning of “Terry Fuckwit” on production can’t be taken as anything other than fine-print 

antics), produced it as well. Beyond the boundaries of a studio setting, anyone who saw their performance at 

Crobar in December or their earlier sold-out Oak Theater appearance can attest to the band’s tight musician- 

ship, live strength (no studio band here) and hardcore unity of purpose. Stepping out of the NR shadow, 

Pegboy is stretching its limbs in a post-punk musical environment where they can only grow and flourish. 

DELILAH S$ D7 Care 
PICKS HER FAVE UNSIGNED BANDS 

HOG LADY ; 
Chi-town’s numero uno word-o-mouth band features death-metal throb undulating 
behind Sabbath-style guitar and searing chick-vocals. Singer Tye Coon is a presence to 

be reckoned with, and guitarist Dave is supposed to be quite a contortionist on stage. 

Ask for H.L.’s self-titled tape at yer local indie store. Better yet, check ‘em out live. 

SCISSOR GIRLS 
Riot grrrls meet early Cabaret Voltaire, with a little “White Rabbit” thrown in for good 

measure. A funky, bass-heavy trio with requisite angry vocals and gobs o’ high-pitched 

feedback. Wow! Their 7” “No Darling Pets” comes complete with dead cricket and cool 

booklet. On Monkeytech Records. 

SPECULA 
After plugging away for several years this out-there experimental duo has come up with 

a rockin’ accessible 7” —yet has managed to retain most of their weirdness. Near-melod- 

ic ranting in an other-worldly noise atmosphere of dirge, backwards drums by Blackie 0. 

and other goodies. Good eatin’! The single’s called “Inertia” and it’s on Monkeytech. 

FESTERING RINYANYONS 
Fresh, sometimes angry, and sometimes funny, throbbin’ punque from the 815 area code. 

Gibby-esque death-screams meet 80’s Flipper thrash —and every once in awhile break 

into sweet pop harmonies. But the noisy part wins out; look for the Fester’s “Peaceful 

Indevid jewels, Easy Feelin” 7” on Bovine Records. 

Si CUED PHOTO NOTES: Clockwise from top: Festering R’s, Hog Lady, Scissor Girls, Specula. Hog 
h - ee : ‘ Seen 
seh ay Lady photo by Tricia Koning, all others supplied by individual bands. 
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1 Deck, The band Red Red Meat aren’t taking that trip to the guillotine. Listening to their latest disc, 

Jimmywine Majestic, is tike watching an Australian cross-country car race: extra-heavy-rigged vehicles beat on each other, mud spatters, 

metal breaks, dust chokes and obscures. But there’s something beautiful about it, too. When a 4x4 flies through the air or cuts a wide swat e 

through a stand of cacti, the raw power in motion is both majestic and terrifying. Glenn Girard’s resonant wah-wahs, acoustic-like needles and 

singer Tim Rutili’s voice, when he’s lounging, provide the majesty. The 60s, di fuzz-pedals, Tim Hurley's chunk-style bass and Rutili’s 

bellow-from-the-barcolounger make for the mud pie. Smashing Pumpkins’ undulating tempo changes and Mudhoney’s fuzztones come closest 

soundwise, but Rutili avoids the whininess that besets the likes of Billy Corgan or Mark Arm with his uniquely melodic, stoned-out vocals. Deck 

keeps a mean 2/4 beat, eats a chili burrito in two bites and is extremely patient with late interviewers. SUB: So are you scared? 

ple in city qlif | 4 in yuld worlebt ( SUB: How does your deal with Sub-Pop 

work? 

. SUB: Do you like being on the 

SUB: Yeah, how do you have money if you have to quit your day job to go on tour? goit 

h ne we’ 1 tl nd | SUB: How was your reception, opening for the 

your last tour? |.R.: son ies] SUB: Where was it especially good? Flaming Lips on 

That sam el lee agit : ee a’. SUB: What do you 
think of the Jesus Christ Superstar soundtrack? 8.D.: | to th when I wi MM 0 ( where is 1 

SUB: Both Pegboy and the Afghan Whigs cover songs from J.C. Superstar on their latest discs. 

eal f n oY ANC W LLO Ss second I I ( 

nade me nauseous in 

Interviews by Chauncey 1d [ uan r rur ( Lave 

Hollingsworth and Cara Jepsen. Photography by Brad Miller Photography. 

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN‘S STAGE DEBUT WAS THE ROLE OF A CHRISTMAS PRESENT AT PUBLIC SCHOOL NO. 9. 
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FAX FROM 

DR. ALFRED BADER 

Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Telephone: 414/277-0730 

Fax: 414/277-0709 

March 17, 1997 

TO: Mr. Ken Pavichevich 

FAX: 630/617-5259 

Dear Ken: 

Thank you for your fax of the 14th, just received. 

It seems to me that your letter of March 10th to the SEC is very clear, and I just hope that they will 

look at the tremendous human pressure under which you have been and will understand how the 

failing to report was really not under your control. 

With all good wishes, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

yvu WIGQAVG ACR AV cence werer een —--~-—----- —- -- ae 

retum the original message to us at the above address via the United States Postal Service. 

Thank you. 
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return the original message to us at the 

Thank you. 

error, please nomly us 
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mediately oy telepnone, and % 

above address via the United States Postal Service. 
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FAX FROM 

DR. ALFRED BADER 

Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Telephone: 414/277-0730 

Fax: 414/277-0709 

March 11, 1997 

TO: Mr. Ken Pavichevich 

FAX: 630/617-5259 

Dear Ken: 

You will have realized how very much I enjoyed meeting you. 

During the last few days, I have spent quite a bit of time studying the material which you sent me, 

and I also had a long chat with Stan Andrie. He obviously knows a good deal about your company 

and is your good friend. 

Even before talking to Mr. Andrie, it was clear to me that you are an excellent salesman and 

obviously enthusiastic and a man to be relied upon. Mr. Andrie’s advice parallels mine: You should 

be in sales, and you should have somebody really good to manage your operation. 

Of course I have thought about investing in your company. Unfortunately, I am almost 73 and 

simply cannot give this project the time which will be necessary to assure success. And of course, 

we never know when the good Lord will take us, and I certainly don’t want to complicate matters 

for my estate. 

Ken, I do hope that you will understand. You obviously have an operation that makes excellent 

beer, and if only you had the sales organization, all would be well. But at the moment, you need 

a substantial cash infusion, probably best from someone much younger than myself who would be 

willing to make the loan necessary in exchange for warrants of common stock. 

I have not made copies of any of the material which you sent me, and I am returning all of it to you 

by Priority Mail. 

With all good wishes, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

AB/cw 

Enclosures - by Priority Mail 





4. December, 1992 

Dear Madam Zelenka 

Dear Sir Zelenka 

I want to thank you very much for your nice letter. I must admire 

not only how well you speak, but also write Czech. I also was very 

pleased with the photographs that came with the letter. 

The beer BADERBRAU, which you took such particular care of on your 

trip across the ocean, I tasted and shared with my co-workers at 

the brewery and I must say it gave me great pleasure. I also wrote 

a letter right away to Mr. Pavichevich and complimented him that he 

indeed knows how to produce a classic beer, which now-a-days 

appears only to be written about in textbooks. If in the Future he 

makes another trip to Europe, I would like to see him. 

Now that the year is ending, I want to take this opportunity to 

wish you a very nice Christmas and the New Year holidays with the 

surroundings of your family and good health in the New Year. 

With friendly regards, 

Josef Tolar 
Brewmaster of the Brewery 

Budejovice Budvar 





Bei 
CESK ESBU DEW OW ICE 

| Vazenti | 

LibuSe a Richard Zelenkovi 

895 Saylor Ave 

Elmhurst, I1 60126 | | 

aU cette o4 i | 

| 

VAS DOP'S ZNAGKY / ZE DNE NASE ZNACKA VYRIZUJE / LINKA CESKE BUDEJOVICE 

VEC 
ly eresimce 1992 

Vazena pani Zelenkova 

vazeny pane Zelenka 

Velice Vaém dékuji za VAS mily dopis. Musim obdivovat, jak 

stale pékné nejen mluvite, ale i piSete Cesky. Take mne velmi 

potésily fotografie, které jsem dopisem dostal. 

Pivo BADERBRAU, které jste s takovou peclivosti opatrovali 

cfi své cesté pres ocean, jsem se svymi spolupracovniky v pl- 

vovaru ochutnal a musim fici, ze jsem ho hodnotil velmi dobre. 

Napsal jsem o tom také hned dopis panu Pavichewickovi a pochva- 

iat Sisem 363, 22 ume vvrobit skutecne klasické pivo, jaké dnes 

uz je jen v ucebnicich. Pokud nékdy bude mit zase cestu do 

Evropy, rad se s nim uvidim. 

Vzhledem k nadchdazejicimu konci roku si dovoluji Vam_poprat 

také pékné vanoéni i novorocni svatky v kruhu Vasi rodiny 

a pevné zdravi do joveho roku. 

S prdatelskym ace 

\ 
Josef tolar : 

slddek pivovaru 
\ in. 

Budéjovicky Budvar ( 





FAX FROM 

DR. ALFRED BADER 
Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Telephone: 414/277-0730 

Fax: 414/277-0709 

February 27, 1997 

TO: Mr. Ken Pavichevich 

FAX: 630/617-5259 

Dear Ken: 

Thank you so much for your fax of yesterday. 

I tried to call you several times today at 630/617-5252, but there was no answer. 

I look forward to seeing you next week, perhaps Wednesday, Thursday afternoon or Friday. 

But could you please change the number of cases of beer from 20 to 10, because Isabel has 
pointed out that we would be very hard put to store 20 cases in the gallery, particularly as I 

purchased a large collection of paintings yesterday! 

With best wishes, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 
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DR, ALFRED BADER ESTABLISHED 1961 

January 17, 1997 

Mr. Ken Pavichevich 

Pavichevich Brewing Company 

383 Romans Road 

Elmhurst, IL 60126 

Dear Mr. Pavichevich: 

Thank you so much for your ten-page fax about your brewery. 

In a way, you are running into an open door because I know how good your BADERBRAU is; 

I have been buying a good many cases on my visits to Chicago. 

There is certainly no need to deliver any here by hand, but if you ever do get a distributor in 
Milwaukee, please do let me know. 

If you ever come to Milwaukee, do visit my gallery, but as I travel a good deal, please let me 

know in advance. 

Keep up your good work. 

Best wishes, 

AB/cw 

By Appointment Only 

ASTOR HOTEL SUITE 622 

924 EAST JUNEAU AVENUE 

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN USA 53202 

UGEiomei alma 7 Oi 7is Ome Axa 2 7-720 7,01 G) 





ALFRED BADER FINE ARTS 

DR. ALFRED BADER ESTABLISHED 1g 61 

February 26, 1997 

Mr. Ken Pavichevich 

President and CEO 

Pavichevich Brewing Company 
383 Romans Road 

Elmhurst, IL 60126 

Dear Ken: 

I so enjoyed meeting you on Monday though I was sorry to note that you must have been 

freezing as you left your coat here. 

As promised, please find two colour xeroxes of the 1656 Jacob Bader crest, one for you and one 

for Franz Bader. 

I look forward to your delivery - without any hurry whatever - of another twenty (20) cases of 
Baderbrau, of the various varieties. I will share these with old friends at Aldrich. 

I also look forward to studying your financial report. 

With all good wishes, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

AB/nik 

Enclosures 

By Appointment Only 
ASTOR HOTEL SUITE 622 

924 EAST JUNEAU AVENUE 
MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN USA $3202 

TEL 4/4 277-0730 Fax g14 277-0709 





BADERBRAU / Ken PAVICHEVICH 





SENT BY! POUICHEWICH BREWING i he slsie 

a re TO: Cheryl Weiss DATEs,. 1/16/97 Pavichevich B ing ATTH: 
TIME: 4:45 PM 

Company TELPFAX NUMBER: 414-277-0709 Se 

Pavichevich Brewing Company 
383 Romans Read 
Elmnmurst, illinaig 60126 

Talepnone 708-647 

Telefax 708-617-5259 
NASDAQ Symooi BRAU 

TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: |! (INCLUDRS THIS PAGE) 
PROM: Ken Pavichevich 

an 

telephone call this afternoon and for 
Bader.......0ur BADERBRAU beers are 
tne Bader fami 

Thank you for your 
She 1ahloe on Alfred 
realiy named after ; 

Enclosed are a few articles about our beers and please 
teil Mr. Bader that I will gladly drive up to Milwaukee 
to hand deliver BADERBRAU Pilsener, Bock and Winterfest 
beers at his convenience....the pleasure would be mine. 

Wishing you the best ot health for the new year and looking forward to a trip to Milwaukee, 

OT u vuUCS a : tlt ttt applicable law, If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsibie for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disseminavion, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication In error, please notify us immediately by telephone, and retum the original message to us at the above address via the United States Postal Service. Thank you, 





:21PM ; 3126175259 

Briefly, BADERBRAU Pilsener and BADERBRAU Bock are all natural 
draft beers that have been fire-brewed in @ copper brewkettle. 
BADERBRAU Pilsener and Bock conform to “Reinheitsgebot” (German 
Purity Law of 1316) which only permits malted barley, hops, yeast and 
water as allowable ingredients, BADERBRAU Pilsener and Bock contain 
no additives, adjuncts or chemical preservatives. 

In starting our brewery, and in formulating BADERBRAU Pilsener and 
BADERBRAU Bock, our staff frequently flew to Europe (1986, 1987, 
1588, 1989) and spent time at more than 70 different breweries in 
Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia. We tasted over 200 different beers 
from breweries, both large and small, and from cities, both large and small. 

Our 40,000+ barrel brewery is newly constructed (1989) and our equipment 
is state-of-the-art Pavichevich Brewing Company, a publicly held 
company, has been a feature story in Forbes magazine and on CNN 
(national and international), ABC Eyewitness News, NBC News, Fox 
Television Stations and WGN News. 

Our Vice President and Master Brewer, Doug Babcook, was formerly the 
Senior Vice President and Master Brewer at the Stroh Brewing Company in 
Detroit, Michigan. Our project engineer, Leo Lampinen, of the design 
firm, Lampinen, Selby Engineers, Ltd, was the project or design engineer 
for breweries on five continents (Asia Brewing Company - Philippines: 
Swan Brewing Company - Australia; Polar Brewing Company - Venezuela: 
Carling Brewing Company - Ireland and Carling Brewing Company - 
Canada). 

BADERBRAU Pilsener has been praised by Michael Jackson (British 
journalist and international beer authority) as, "the best pilsener 
beer Ive ever tasted in America", Davis Barrager (beer and wine 
critic based in Tokyo, Japan) has written that, “more and more beers 
made outside Europe deserve a place in the pantheon of The World's 
Few Finest Beers. Two that have already earned enshrinement are 
BADERBRAU Pilsener and BADERBRAU Bock" and that, "In the 
final analysis, beer is for drinking, and by any standard, 
BADERBRAU beers rank among the top few in the world". The 
German Consulate in Chicago, Mlinois has been serving 
BADERBRAU Pilsener at official functions since September 1989. 
BADERBRAU Pilsener has been awarded with Gold Medals, each 
year for the years 1990-1994, presented by the prestigious 
organization, "Chefs in America’, a San Francisco based group of 
elite chefs from across the United States and Canada. BADERBRAU 
Bock has also been awarded with Gold Medals in 1993 and 1994 

from "Chefs in America”, 

AL4Az77a7Oo; # 2 
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WORLD BREWERIES) bovis Barrager 

America’s Baderbrau beers make their mark 
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ith its centuries- 
long history of 

i brewing fine beers, 
: Europe is the un- 

contested cradle- 
land of beer-brewing and its 
best products still provide the 
standards by which all beers 
are judged. Although this cri- 
iterion seems likely to endure, 
such factors as the ever-esca- 
lating growth of microbrew- 
eries worldwide willl speed 
the evolution of tore and 
more beers made outside Eu- 
rope that deserve a place in 
ithe pantheon of The World’s 
Few Finest Beers. 
Two that have already 

earned enshrinement are 
Baderbrau Pilsener and 
Badeérbrau Bock, brewed and 
bottled by the Pavichevich 
-Brewing Company. If that 
doesn't sound European, 
nothing does, but these two 
-Aistinguished beers are made 
in suburban Elmhurst, IIli- 
nois, by Ken Pavichevich, 44, 
an ebullient, enthusiastic 
Amencan born and raised not 
far from his new state-of the- 
art brewery 

Pavichevich js, if anything, a 
perfectionist. “This is the night 
way to do this,” he beamed as 
he did “a Pilsener pour"— 
straight into his specially de- 
signed large-bowl Baderbrdu 
glass, the beer rushing to the 

rim to form a rich, firm head. 
“I spent years traveling 
throughout Europe, research: 
ing the world’s greatest 
beers,” he continued, as we 
clinked our glasses. “My goal 
18 quite sumply to make er 
brdu Pilsener and Bock beers 
s0 outstanding that they're 
ranked as equals with the 
world’s few finest beers. 
“No ‘greatest’ beer exists,” he 

added. “Porters, stouts, ales, 
bitters. lambics, pilseners— 
each category has its greats.” 
Baderbriu beers clearly 

stand among them. Both 
quickly won critical acclalim— 
and many gold medals—jand 
became known across the 
breadth of the United States. 
Orders for deliveries to private 
functions come in regularly 
from as far away as the Bay 
Area and Beverty Hills. As far 
back as January 1990 the then 
Soviet Red Anny hockey team 
enjoyed the beer 80 much at a 
restaurant that they toasted 
lasnost with Baderoriiu, Ear- 
ie in June 1990 an advance 
man for George Bush had a 
case of Baderbraéu sent to 
Bush's suite in Chicago. 
Pavichevich, a success as 

both a Chicago police officer 
and an oil company executive, 
in that order, became ob- 
segsed in his 30s with the idea 
that he could successfully pro- 

duce and market a beer as 
ood as the best he'd had in 
surope. With his characteris- 

tic drive, Pavichevich turned 
to brewing and in 1989 intro- 
duced Baderbrau Pilsener, de- 
clared “the best pilsener I’ve 
ever tasted in America” by Mi- 
chael Jackson, England’s beer 
doyen d’estime. Baderbrau 
Bock, rich, dark and delicious, 
came out on tap in select bars 
in late 1992 and was soon be- 
ing bottled. 
Douglas R. Babcock, vice 

president and master brewer 
of Pavichevich Brewing Com- 
pany, described Baderbrédu 
eers as “all natural draft 

beers fire-brewed In a copper 
brewkettle in accordance with 
the most rigid Old World 
brewing standard, Reinheits- 
gebut, the German Purity Law 
of 1516.” This law permits only 
malted bariey, hops, yeast and 
water a3 ingredients. No addi- 
tives, adjuncts, or chemical 
reservatives are used. 
“Baderbriu Pilsener and 

Bock will not cause a 
headache or a hangover,” said 
Babcock. “Beers containing 
syrup, corm or nce products 
do, though, as they produce 
more fusel olls and higher al- 
cohols. Baderbrdéu all malt 
beers, having plenty of body 
to go with the alcohol, don't 
give you these problems.” He 

noted that Baderbrau beers 
have three times more potas 
slum than sodium—under 
35mg of potasslum per 355m. 
Baderbriu Pilsener and 

Bock are both produced from 
only the finest two-row and 
aix-row malted barley grown 
in the United States, and from 
only the finest aromatic hops 
(95% Czech and 5% German). 
The Czech-grown Saaz hops, 
the world’s finest hops for 
making Europearstyle piulsen- 
er beers, provide flavor and 
preserve beer naturally 
Baderbréu Bock is divinely 

amooth and redolent of coffee, 
thanks to chocolate-maited 
barley. lf you like bock, this 
beer's extraordinary flavor 
and complexity will send you 
into raptures, 
Medical science may also 

want to take a closer look at 
Baderbriiu beers. Pavichevich 
says that cancer patients have 
written him personal letters 
describing salutary effects 
from drinking them—“hidden 
medical benefits” etc.—and 
one said his doctor “applaud- 
ed my efforts ‘to try whatever 
works’ and was pleaged at 
how well 1 am now doing.” 
In the final analysis, beer is 

for drinking, and by any 
standard Baderbrau beers 
rank among the top few in 
the world. 
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BADERBRAU TIPS 

Fresh, all natural, draft beer. Contains no additives, adjuncts or chemical 

preservatives, 

Conforms to “Reinheitsgebot" (German Purity Law of 1516) allowing oniy 
malted barley, hops, yeast and water as ingredients. 

Malted Barley - we only use malted barley in each barre! of beer produced. 
Most other brewers use malted barley, corn, corn syrup and/or rice for each 
barrel of beer produced. 

Hops - We use 95% Czech Saaz Hops and 5% German Hops, 

Every keg and bottle is date stamped for freshness and the kegs are numbered 
for quality control. 

Specialty product. Can produce approximately 600,000 cases per year. 

Nutritional product - Triathletes train with BADERBRAU - replaces complex 
carbohydrates and electrolytes. High in potassium, B-12, B-6 - low in sodium. 

Medical doctors specifically recommend one bottle of BADERBRAU beer, 
daily, for nutritional value (Forbes Magazine, September 1992). 

No headache or hangover with BADERBRAU - do not brew with corn, corn 
syrup and/or rice which produce more fusel oils and higher alcohol's which 
promote headache and hangover. 

BADERBRAU Pilsener has been praised by Michael Jackson (British 
Journalist and International Beer Authority) as "The best Pilsener I've ever 
tasted in America’. 

Gunter Wasserberg, Consul General of the German Consulate in Chicago 
has served BADERBRAU at official functions since 1989. 

BADERBRAU Pilsener has been awarded Gold Medals for the years 1990, '91, 
'92, ‘93, '94, presented by the prestigious organization "Chefs in America’, a San 
Francisco based group of elite chefs from across the U.S. and Canada. 
BADERBRAU Bock has been awarded with Gold Medals from "Chefs in 
America’ for 1993 and 1994, 

BADERBRAU MUST BE POURED VIGOROUSLY DOWN THE CENTER OF 
THE GLASS. THIS CREATES A CREAMY, FOAM HEAD AND AN 
EXCEPTIONALLY SMOOTH TASTE. 

Brewery tours on weekends to public - call a few days in advance. 

PAVICHEVICH BREWING COMPANY 383 ROMANS ROAD ELMHURST IL 60126 
TEL. (708) 617-5252 FAX (708) 615-5259 NASDAQ SYMBOL "BRAU” 
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Pavichavich Brewing Company Approximate Nutritional Value of BADERBRAU Beers (All Malt) 

ee 708-617 BADERBRAU Pilsener and Bock are all natural draft beers that are 

fire brewed in a copper brew kettle in accordance with the most mgid, 

old world brewing standard, "Reinheitsgebot" (the German Purity 

Law of 1516), which permits only malted barley, hops, veast and water 

as ingredients. In addition, there are no additives, adjuncts, clarifying 

agents, micro biological inhibitors or chemical preseryatives. 

Beers with adjuncts such as syrup, corn or rice produce more fusel oils 

and higher alcohols which promote headache and hangover. This is 

not the case with BADERBRAT Pilsener and Bock, all malt beers 

which have plenty of body to go with the alcohol. 

The following are the daily requirements and % fulfilled by a liter 

(33.8 ounces) of beer. The figures are for male adults. Older men 

require less calories (2400 rather than 2700) and slightly less in 

proportion of thiamin, riboflavin and niacin. Women require 2100 

calories and therefore slighty less again of the three vitamins. (There 

are approximately 12 calories per ounce in BADERBRAU beers). 

-OVEr- 
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Alcohol: 3.7% by weight, 4.8% by volume for BADERBRAU Pilsener: 

4.6% by weight, 5.8% by volume for BADERBRAU Bock 

Calories: 144 per 12 once (355ml) bottle 

Carbohydrates: complex, approximately 70 calories per 12 ounce (355ml!) bottle 

Nutrient RD.Ame/day mg/} ZR.D. ASI liter 

Protein 56,000 4,800 8.6% 

Calcium 800 60 7.5% 

Phosphorus 800 250 31.0% 

Iron 10 03 3% 

Magnesium 350 30 22.9% 

Thiamin 1.4 05 3.6% 

Riboflavin 1.6 7 43.8% 

Niacin i8 6.8 37.8% 

Pantothenic 5 a 14% 

Vitamin B-6 2 7 35% 

Folacin 4 7 175% 

Vitamin B-12 003 .0099 330% 

In other words, | liter of all malt beer is 13-14% of a person's recommended 

daily caloric intake and is a good source of phosphorous, niacin, riboflavin, 

folacin, magnesium and vitamins Bé and B12. 

Beer is high in potassium and very low in sodium at less than 35mg per 12 ounces 

(for those who must watch their sodium). Most foods have more sodium than 

potassium but BADERBRAU Pilsener and Bock have 3 times as much potassium 

as sodium. 

Douglas R. Babcook 
Vice President - Master Brewer 
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Baderbrau Pilsner Beer 

Pavichevich Brewing Co 

383 Romans Road 

Eimhurst, IL 60126 

Phone (708) 617-5252 

Fax (708) 617-5259 

Cn) Vines style: Pilsner 

Brewer tnfo: All natural, Czech style Pilsner draft beer. When fresh, it has a 

delightfully flowery bouquet of hops and some malty sweetiess; both 
characteristics are sustained through the palate to.a geatle, élegant finish. 
Smooth and creamy, ame well balanced, wath its fing aroma, malty 

Availability ‘Year-round 

Awards: ‘1990. -94 Gold Medal. Chefs in America, the San Francisco based 

group of elite chefs fram across the U.S. and Canada 

Malt: 2-row & 6-row specialty 
Hops: Predominantly Saaz, small percentage also of a few German varieties 

Alcohol: 4.8% by volume 

Onginal gravity: 12 Plato 
Final gravity: 3.4 Plato 

Reprinted from The Discovery Channel's, Beer Hunter CD-ROM July;12, 1995 
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(“ge mp TASTE THE DIFFERENCE | 
BADERBRAU! piusener and HADERBRAL! piusenex nas been praised 

BADERBRAL BOCK, are world class, by Michael Jackson (British journalist and 

al] natural draft beers that are brewed international beer authority) io 1989 as, 

and bottled in our stae-ofthe-art “the best pilsener beer | have ever tasted ip 

brewery. Flre-brewed !n a copper America’, “Chefs {no America’, a prestigious 

brewkettle in accordance with the most San Francisco based organization of 

rigid, old-world brewing standard, elite chefs from across the United States 

"Reinbeltsgedot” (German Purity Law and Canada, has awarded Gold Medals to 

of 1516), which permits only malted BADERBRAU PILSENER in 1896, 91, 92, 

bariey, hope, yeast and water as ingred!- 93 and '94 aod to BADERBRAL BOCK In 

ents, There are no additives, adjuncts, 1993 and 1994. 

clarifying agents, microbiological . : 

inhibitors or chemical preservatives BADERBRAL! Taste the differeace. 

= ¥ Pour vigorously down the center of ihe 

BADERBRAL Discover the quality glass and their unique flavors and charac- 

and balance of these fine beers that are ter will deliver a fresh brewed, full-bodied 

produced from only the fines two row beer so smooth and creawy that you'll 

and six row malted bariey and only the swear they are the finest beers you have 

finest aromatic hops from Germany and ever tasted 

Czechoslovakia. 
; Cs 

ie \Fh ] if 

We ship cases all over the country, Cail Today, Tel. 7086175252 Fax 7084617-8258 ; 

| 
PAVICHEVICH BREWING COMPANY, 383 Romane Road, Emburs, Mnols 0126. SASDAQ Symbot “BAAL J 
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HOPPY HOLIDAYS FROM BADERBRAU 

Dear Bader Family, 

We at Pavichevich Brewing would like to take the opportunity of this holiday season to 
introduce you and your family to our family of beers: Baderbrau Pilsener, Baderbrau Bock 
and Baderbrau Winterfest. Brewed strictly to the German Purity Law of 1516 
(Reinheitsgebot), Baderbrau beers follow over 400 years of brewing tradition. The 
recipient of numerous gold medais and being praised as “The best pilsener I have ever 
tasted in America", by Michael Jackson (British Journalist and International beer 
authority), this tradition has not gone unnoticed. | 

It is in the spirit of this tradition and this holiday season that we reflect back to a time 
when Christmas was not the commercialized frenzy that it has become, yet a time for 
friends to gather with good food, good beer and good cheer. Back to a time in the tenth 
century when the common greeting was "waes haeil", meaning good health. In time waes 
haeil was transformed to wassail, a holiday punch consisting of dark beer, sugar, spices, 
fruit and honey. It was drank on the feasts of Christmas and The Twelfth Night. The 
wassail would be put in a communal bowl and passed from guest to guest. Caught up in 
the merriment of the night, some of the guests would spill out into the street carrying 
their wassail bowl, stopping at each house along the way. Contributing coins or small 
treats, they were invited in to join the next party and variation of wassail. Thus the 
customs of wassailing and caroling were born. 

As this holiday season comes upon us, we offer up our wassail bowl to you and invite you 
to enjoy the quality, history and tradition passed from one Bader family to another Bader 
family. 

WASSAIL 

{ qt. Baderbrau Bock ’2 tsp. nutmeg 

4 oz. Gold Rum ¥2 tsp. Cinnamon 

3 oz. Superfine sugar 1 Tbs. Honey | 
4 Eggs 2 Piping hot apples 

Combine all the ingredients except the apples in a large sauce pan and heat (do not boil) 

over a medium flame. When hot plunge the apples into the mixture and transfer to a 
pitcher. 

Hoppy Holidays 

Pavichevich Brewing Co. 

P.S 

FOR ORDERING INFORMATION 

PLEASE CALL OR WRITE: 

PAVICHEVICH BREWING COMPANY 

383 ROMANS ROAD 
ELMHURST, ILLINIOS 60126 

TELEPHONE: (630)617-5252 




